
KBA MIXERS 
SOLUTIONS FOR THE PHARMA AND COSMETIC INDUSTRY
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The KBA range of industrial mixers specifically configured to handle pharma 
and cosmetic ingredients represents the ideal solution for highly specialized, 
niche productions as well as large-scale automated production lines.

Usually manufactured entirely in 316 stainless steel, with a robust, industrial 
build, these units are the perfect solution to all contamination and sanitation 
problems, highly critical in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic industries.

KBA high-turbulence mixers come with an absolute discharge, even better 
performing than the total bomb door solution used for KBT models: they are 
equipped with a 60° large door stretching across the entire length of the mix-
ing drum, from end plate to end plate, avoiding any product build-up inside 
the drum, guaranteeing a complete discharge (residue <0,1%). Thanks to the 
blade-type tools directly welded to the shaft and the highest possible level 
of finishing (mirror polishing), no product whatsoever is left inside the drum, 
making cleaning operations extremely quick and perfectly efficient.

With a very low mixing time and the highest degree of product homogeneity, 
these mixers are the best solution to achieve top quality finished products in 
the cosmetic and pharmaceutical sectors.

KBA mixers: the ultimate mixing solution!

The ideal solution for pharmaceuticals and cosmetics

Model Max.
volume

Max.
weight *

Power
 (kW)

KBA 100 105 l. 50 kg 4.0

KBA 150 150 l. 75 kg 5.5

KBA 250 245 l. 120 kg 7.5

KBA 400 430 l. 215 kg 9.2

KBA 600 650 l. 325 kg 11.0

KBA 750 840 l. 420 kg 15.0

KBA 1300 1,405 l. 700 kg 22.0

Standard models

* considering an average bulk density of 0.5 kg/dm3


